
Dressed to Suite
Alexander Julian’s new collection  

for Jonathan Charles follows fashion
in a lighthearted spirit.

    Award winning fashion-turned -furniture designer 
Alexander Julian introduces exciting new additions to his ongoing 
collaboration with furniture craftsman Jonathan Charles. “Fashion is 
a test track, I look for timeless shapes and colors which are proven 
to appeal to both women and men simultaneously,” explains 
Julian. With a new emphasis on natural and organic materials and 
bleached wood, these products are as he states, “designed for 
sun and sand, my favorite environment, no matter where I live.” 
The iconic innovator “loved working with Master designer Jonathan 
Charles and his incredible craftsmen to create unique new 
collectables which prove that fashion follows function.” Employing 
rich and exotic materials, Jonathan Charles’ skilled artisans 
handcraft every piece, fusing the brand’s signature marquetry 
techniques with Julian’s sartorial vision. From whimsical “Dapper 
Man” and “Coco” lamps to subtle iterations of herringbone using 
Capiz shells and acacia, Alexander Julian merges fashion and 
furniture design into fashion statements for the home.

The best mix of form and function, the Great White Faux Croc Valise Table can function as 
a nightstand, an end table, and even part of an office setting. It features four stacked faux 
croc-embossed leather suitcases where each tier is a drawer.

The Classic Houndstooth Console Table is a return to Julian’s original design aesthetic with 
a simple marquetry of two walnut shades in a houndstooth pattern, which creates a woven 
effect. The warp and weft carry over to the edges for a waterfall effect, and the legs feature 
Julian’s “argyle socks” pattern created using hand inlaid mother of pearl.

Julian’s classic Houndstooth design is hand-inlaid using light pickled Acacia wood and white 
washed Oak to resembled a “woven” look. The warp and weft carry over to the edges for 
a waterfall effect, and the legs feature Julian’s “argyle socks” pattern created using hand 
inlaid mother of pearl.

A veritable chameleon, the aptly named Chameleon Credenza in white washed pickled 
Acacia wood features four door front panels that can interchange between inlaid mother of 
pearl herringbone or hand printed signature paisley.

495436 - GREAT WHITE FAUX CROC VALISE TABLE

495327 - CLASSIC HOUNDSTOOTH CONSOLE TABLE

495326 - CLASSIC HOUNDSTOOTH COFFEE TABLE

495337 - CHAMELEON CREDENZA

495423 - GREAT WHITE FAUX CROC VALISE DESK

About the Designer:
Award winning fashion and furniture designer Alexander Julian 
collaborates with Jonathan Charles to create a collection of unique 
fashion inspired functional furniture. “I design with iconic fashion patterns 
which are proven to appeal to both women and men forever.” - AJ

”
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The sleek contrast between the Macassar ebony and the bleached faux croc-embossed 
leather lends a sophisticated look for the Crocodile Console Table. With two drawers, the 
table also features brass campaign door handles for each drawer.

495418 - GREAT WHITE FAUX CROC CONSOLE TABLE

Alex’s newest interpretation of his signature Scottish Argyle motif is enriched by the unique 
combination of natural Cherry, Mahogany, Oak burl and Macassar, a color cornucopia 
which coordinates with any room. The unusual bunching tables combine and separate for 
ultimate use-ability!

Unique and user friendly, this Cherry, Mahogany, Oak “cocktail” will certainly serve you well!

495364 - SIGNATURE JULIAN ARGYLE BUNCHING COFFEE TABLE

495365 - SIGNATURE JULIAN ARGYLE LIBATION TABLE

Elegant and natural, the Inlaid Shell Herringbone Lamp displays Julian’s signature 
herringbone pattern in an unusual combination of hand-inlaid multi colored shells. A 
natural whitewashed Acacia wood base complements the sheen on the shells, making the 
herringbone pattern more iridescent.

An homage to Art Deco architecture, this Skyscraper Lamp in light antique silver leaf evokes 
nostalgia and history through a combination of the Empire State building and the Chrysler 
buildings. The hand-made lamp is topped with a black fabric trumpet shade.

A classic black-and-white color combination carries over to the Chiaroscuro Lamp. Ebony 
and ivory satinwood alternate in a Club stripe pattern that is accompanied by a square 
trumpet shade and a rectangular brass finial.

495368 - INLAID SHELL HERRINGBONE LAMP

495224 - SKYSCRAPER LAMP

495223 - CHIAROSCURO LAMP

An irreverent nod to “his and hers” bedroom décor, 
the Dapper Man Lamp and Coco’s String of Pearls 
and Little Black Dress Lamp display Jonathan Charles’ 
masterful marquetry skills, by showing multiple precious 
woods and natural shell species inlaid together to 
create lifelike depictions of a well-dressed couple.

495366 & 495367 - “DAPPER MAN” LAMP 
&“COCO’S STRING OF PEARLS  
AND LITTLE BLACK DRESS” LAMP

An understated nod to fashion, the combination of bleached faux croc-embossed leather 
and brass banding creates a sleek and sophisticated look for the Crocodile Mirror.

495419 - GREAT WHITE FAUX CROC MIRROR

Versatile as a side table or an additional seat for guests, the Scottish Garden Seat displays 
Julian’s signature textile pattern in limed walnut along with a black hexagonal tabletop.

495404 - SCOTTISH GARDEN SEAT

The Around Plaid Table’s standout quality is the trio of gold leaf, antique silver leaf, and black 
bronze metal interlaced and woven to resemble an architectural rendition of plaid. A glass 
tabletop keeps the table contemporary.

495403 - AROUND PLAID TABLE
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The campaign-style Crocodile Suitcase Desk gets a glam and modern makeover with 
bleached faux croc-embossed leather covered suitcases. Two sets of four stacked suitcases 
support a glass tabletop, while the desk offers six drawers.

Jonathan Charles Fine Furniture is the vision of Jonathan Sowter, 
an English furniture designer who excels at the art of fine antique
reproduction. Though Jonathan draws inspirations from original antiques
he discovers in his travels, his unique twists create contemporary
translations of vintage treasures. With a keen eye for the smallest details, 
Jonathan employs traditional, hand-crafted techniques to create the most 
visually-stunning and intricate designs. As Jonathan always says,
“It’s all in the detail…” 
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